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How to Prepare for a Showroom Visit
We want to make your stone shopping experience as smooth and seamless as
possible. To help you make the most of your Rocktops showroom visit, we’ve put
together a list of important things to bring, and tips to keep in mind when choosing
your stone countertops.

Measurements
Bring Measurements for Project Focus Area
For the best results, measure any countertop length from wall to wall and the depth.
Download Our Kitchen or Bathroom Templates
Use the space in the templates to draw a diagram of the countertop space. Include
the spaces for sinks, cooktops, bar sinks, bar tops, islands, peninsulas, and more. If
possible, indicate where there are walls in the space.

Pictures
Bring Pictures of Your Current Space
Grab a few photos of the current layout to help direct you in your decision.

Visit Rocktops Online Gallery and Pinterest
Check out our Gallery and our Pinterest board to inspire your design.

Inspiration
Save Project Inspiration Pictures
Bring any pictures you’ve collected that inspired your project design.

Paint Material Samples
Bring Any Paint & Material Samples
Bring along any materials being used in the same project room: paint, cabinets,
drawers, fabrics, flooring, etc.

Other Important Things to Know:
Our giant on-site warehouse (the Slabratory) has a fantastic variety of stones that
you can pick from. Some stones work best in certain rooms, and it can sometimes
be overwhelming to review all of the choices. That’s why we’ve put together
resources to help you narrow down specific stones that you think will be right for
your project based on your needs, and the function of the space. Check out some
of the resources below to learn more about countertops, the differences between
stones, and more.

Countertops 101: Where to Start
Granite vs Quartz: Which is Best for You?
The Quality of Quartzite
Rock Your Outdoor Space

Rocktops’ Slabraratory is located at 1140 S Enterprise St in Olathe, KS. When
visiting, you’ll find parking spots on the first row closest to the entrance. As you
arrive, check in at the front desk and a representative will greet you. It’s important
to note that children are allowed in the showroom, but any under the age of 14
must remain supervised by a parent or guardian. To keep everyone safe, there are
some areas of the facilities children are not allowed, like the slab warehouse.
For more helpful tips and information on countertops in Kansas City, subscribe

to our newsletter. You can also follow us on social media to get inspiration on
designing and decorating your project and new countertops: Instagram,
Facebook, Pinterest, and LinkedIn. Contact us at 913-782-0802 or email
at info@rocktopskc.com.
Cheers,
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